Ancestors of Henry Wise ARRINGTON

1. Henry Wise ARRINGTON (b.1860; m.1881; d.1949)
   - 3. Henry J ENKINS (b.1796)
   - 2. Sarah E. J ENKINS (b.1832; d.1911)
     - 3. SALLY (b.1800)
   - 4. James COLEMAN (b.1740; m.1764; d.1799)
     - 5. Catherine STONES (d.1790)
       - 6. Richard STONES
       - 7. Elizabeth PADIN (b.1665; d.1725)
     - 8. James PEDIN (b.1683)
   - 6. Benjamin ARRINGTON (b.1709; m.1799)
   - 7. William ARRINGTON (b.1662; m.1683; d.1725)
     - 8. not KNOWN
   - 6. Fanny HUNT
   - 5. William ARRINGTON (b.1730; m.1754; d.1790)
   - 4. John R. ARRINGTON (b.1757; m.1790; d.1837)
     - 5. Catherine STONES (d.1790)
       - 6. Richard STONES
   - 3. Thomas ARRINGTON (b.1770; m.1791)
   - 4. Susannah VAUGHAN (b.1778; d.1872)
     - 5. John VAUGHAN
   - 2. Charles ARRINGTON (b.1801; m.1857; d.1878)
     - 4. James COLEMAN (b.1740; m.1764; d.1799)
       - 3. Emaline Millie COLEMAN (b.1765)
   - 3. Henry JENKINS (b.1796)
     - 2. Sarah E. J ENKINS (b.1832; d.1911)
       - 3. SALLY (b.1800)
     - 4. James COLEMAN (b.1740; m.1764; d.1799)
       - 5. Catherine STONES (d.1790)
         - 6. Richard STONES
   - 7. Elizabeth PADIN (b.1665; d.1725)
     - 8. James PEDIN (b.1683)
   - 6. Benjamin ARRINGTON (b.1709; m.1799)
   - 7. William ARRINGTON (b.1662; m.1683; d.1725)
     - 8. not KNOWN
   - 6. Fanny HUNT
   - 5. William ARRINGTON (b.1730; m.1754; d.1790)
   - 4. John R. ARRINGTON (b.1757; m.1790; d.1837)
     - 5. Catherine STONES (d.1790)
       - 6. Richard STONES
   - 3. Thomas ARRINGTON (b.1770; m.1791)
   - 4. Susannah VAUGHAN (b.1778; d.1872)
     - 5. John VAUGHAN
   - 2. Charles ARRINGTON (b.1801; m.1857; d.1878)
     - 4. James COLEMAN (b.1740; m.1764; d.1799)
       - 3. Emaline Millie COLEMAN (b.1765)
   - 3. Henry JENKINS (b.1796)
     - 2. Sarah E. J ENKINS (b.1832; d.1911)
       - 3. SALLY (b.1800)
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1. Henry Wise ARRINGTON (b.1860;d.1949)
   sp: Elizabeth G. CRAFT (b.1858;m.1881;d.1899)
   2. Luther Vernon ARRINGTON (b.1883;d.1907)
      sp: Gracie ORR (m.1906;d.1981)
      3. Silpa Vernon ARRINGTON (b.1907)
   2. James Charles ARRINGTON (b.1884;d.1967)
      sp: Alda Myrtle CHANNEL (b.1893;m.1910;d.1972)
      3. Vera Virginia ARRINGTON (b.1911;d.1972)
      3. Luther Paul ARRINGTON (b.1913;d.1973)
      3. Robert Sankey ARRINGTON (b.1915;d.1986)
      3. James Arnett ARRINGTON (b.1917;d.1966)
      3. Owen Warner ARRINGTON (b.1919)
         sp: Eleanor Elizabeth MURRAY (b.1921;m.1939)
         4. Eleanor Elaine ARRINGTON (b.1940)
            sp: Andrew Gary STAR (b.1939;m.1963)
            5. Dawn Elaine STAR (b.1965)
               sp: Tim Alan TRAUGHTER (b.1961;m.1985)
               6. Garrett Wade TRAUGHTER (b.1990)
               6. Tanner Hayden TRAUGHTER (b.1992)
            5. Julie Annette STAR (b.1966)
               sp: Grant Haber LORD (b.1965;m.1989)
               6. Justin Lane LORD (b.1990)
               6. Kaylene M. LORD (b.1992)
            5. Lisa Jane STAR (b.1969)
               sp: John DeWaine MEAD (b.1969;m.1993)
   4. Linda Jay ARRINGTON (b.1942)
   4. Owen Warner ARRINGTON, Jr. (b.1946)
      sp: Yvonne Madge HUBBARD (b.1948;m.1967)
      5. Ştacie Lene ARRINGTON (b.1973)
         sp: John Ryan POSANTI (b.1973;m.1997)
         5. Kasey Owen ARRINGTON (b.1974)
            sp: Angela Cynthia PAGE (b.1975;m.1997)
   4. Alda Annette ARRINGTON (b.1950)
      sp: Donald Elbert OLSSON (b.1947;m.1973)
      5. Karli Annette OLSSON (b.1974)
      5. Donald Wayne OLSSON (b.1977)
      5. Abby Ryan OLSSON (b.1981)
   4. Kathryn Rochelle ARRINGTON (b.1955)
      sp: Phillip J. MOODY (b.1952;m.1985)
      5. Nicholas Owen MOODY (b.1986)
      5. Katherine Mae MOODY (b.1987)
   4. Nicke Jean ARRINGTON (b.1956)
      sp: Brad Edward HICKS (b.1953;m.1976)
      5. Alexa Elizabeth HICKS (b.1982)
      5. Adam Christopher HICKS (b.1984)
   3. Melvin Franklin ARRINGTON (b.1922;d.1979)
   3. Richard Lewis ARRINGTON (b.1925;d.1970)
   3. Dorothy Elaine ARRINGTON (b.1927)
      sp: Bob MAWERY
      3. William John ARRINGTON (b.1929;d.1995)
      3. Harry Wilbert ARRINGTON (b.1932)
   2. Nannie Kate ARRINGTON (b.1886;d.1969)
      sp: Chester MULLIN (b.1881;d.1962)
      3. Josephine Alma MULLIN (b.1905;d.1977)
         sp: Roy Earman LUSK (b.1898;m.1924;d.1984)
         4. Cecil Ivan LUSK (b.1925;d.1998)
            sp: Estie L. RICHMAN (b.1906;m.1953;d.1988)
            5. Frieda Margaret Patricia RAMSAUR (b.1936)
               sp: Ed SAPP
            4. Cathalene LUSK (b.1926)
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sp: Paul P. PARSELL (b.1921;m.1947;d.1997)
  5. Paul Francis PARSELL (b.1949;d.1949)
  5. Mark Ivan PARSELL (b.1954)
    sp: Donna Gay CLARK (b.1954)

4. Ray Eman LUSK (b.1930;d.1993)
  sp: Carole Yvonne HUFFMAN (b.1936)
    5. Šusanne Yvonne LUSK (b.1959)
      sp: David LORDEN (m.1977)
      6. Michelle Nicloe LORDEN (b.1980)
      6. Steven Patrick LORDEN (b.1982)
        sp: Jay QUIDLEY (m.1988)

4. Ray Eman LUSK (b.1930)
  sp: Frankie KRONDON (b.1922;m.1947;d.1995)
    5. Roger E. KRONDON (b.1949)
      sp: Doris WALFORD (b.1945;m.1972)

4. Ray Eman LUSK (b.1930)
  sp: Frankie KRONDON (b.1922;m.1947;d.1995)
    5. Priscella E. KRONDON (b.1950)
      sp: David HEDRICK (b.1948;m.1971)
      6. Michael D. HEDRICK (b.1972)
      6. Michelle Lynn HEDRICK (b.1977)

4. Ray Eman LUSK (b.1930)
  sp: Frankie KRONDON (b.1922;m.1947;d.1995)
    5. Allen F. KRONDON (b.1956)
      sp: Pam F. MYERS (b.1956;m.1975)
      6. Rusty Lee KRONDON (b.1976)

4. Ray Eman LUSK (b.1930)
  sp: Frankie KRONDON (b.1922;m.1947;d.1995)
    5. Beverly KRONDON (b.1960)
      sp: Mike NEAL (b.1952;m.1985)
      6. Zachary Jan NEAL (b.1987)
      6. Caari D. NEAL (b.1990)

3. Dorothy Viola MULLIN (b.1907;d.1979)
  sp: Earl Truman FOY (b.1907;d.1967)
    4. Benny E. FOY (b.1948;d.1995)
      sp: Gwendolyn J. BOYLES

3. Sadie MULLIN (b.1908)
  sp: Edgar MABE (b.1908;m.1931;d.1987)
    4. Betty Lou MABE (b.1931)
    4. LeRoy MABE (b.1933)

3. Sally Jane Ruth MULLIN (b.1910)
  sp: Lomer F. MABE (b.1904;m.1930;d.1988)
    4. Roy Francis MABE (b.1932)
      sp: Roberta RARICK (b.1934;m.1957;d.1957)
      sp: Sally Louise ROBERTS (b.1936;m.1961)
      5. Julie Ann MABE (b.1964)
        sp: Michael Thomas VIDOTTO (b.1964)
        5. Jennifer Lynn MABE (b.1967;d.1972)

4. Joyce Ann MABE (b.1936)
  sp: Ronnie COMPTON (b.1938;m.1956;d.1979)

4. Donald Keith MABE (b.1941)
  sp: Norma Ann BAILEY (m.1963)
    5. Darin Shane MABE (b.1968)

4. Carol Jean MABE (b.1945)
  sp: Cecil BULKLAND (m.1963)
    5. Cecil David BULKLAND (b.1963)
      sp: Vanecia PERRYMAN (b.1970;m.1996)
      sp: W. Roy WOLFE, Jr (b.1942;m.1972)

4. Norman Chester MABE (b.1947)
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sp: Janet Kathleen BUCKNER (b.1949;m.1971)
5. Tracy N. BUCKNER (b.1968)
   sp: J. Jason Shane MABE (b.1975)
   sp: Rebecca Lynn MATTHEWS (m.1999)
4. Cheryl Beth MABE (b.1954)
   sp: Donald E. FIELDS (b.1954;m.1978)
   5. Jeffrey Wayne FIELDS (b.1971)
     sp: April Michele GREEN (m.1999)
   5. Kelli Leigh FIELDS (b.1979)
3. Fred MULLIN (b.1912;d.1973)
   sp: Ann Margaret WALL (b.1914;d.1979)
4. Beryl Doreen MULLIN (b.1937)
   sp: Roncey Marvin SMITH (b.1930;m.1958)
   5. Roger Dale SMITH (b.1959)
   5. Brian Keith SMITH (b.1961)
     sp: Deann Marie FLEIDER (b.1961)
   sp: Avis DINGER (b.1948)
   5. Ronald Ray MULLIN (b.1973)
   5. Donald Wayne MULLIN (b.1973)
4. Linda Dean MULLIN (b.1951)
   sp: Bill BEAVERS (b.1950)
   5. Leslie Ann BEAVERS (b.1983)
   sp: Nellie WHITE (b.1925;d.1999)
   sp: Bill BEAVERS (b.1950)
   5. Leslie Ann BEAVERS (b.1983)
   sp: Nellie WHITE (b.1925;d.1999)
4. Rita Ann MULLIN (b.1965)
   sp: UNKNOWN
   5. Amber D. MULLIN (b.1981)
   5. Mark A. MULLIN (b.1983)
   5. Brandon W. MULLIN (b.1985)
3. Amy MULLIN (b.1914;d.1919)
3. Vera MULLIN (b.1917)
   sp: Garnett T. KEYES (b.1913;m.1935;d.1968)
4. Norma C. KEYES (b.1936)
   sp: Thomas Crotshin UNDERWOOD (b.1937;m.1957)
   5. Stephan Earnest UNDERWOOD (b.1958)
     sp: Kilena TIRNEY (b.1963;m.1983)
     6. Stephen UNDERWOOD , Jr (b.1985)
     6. Lauren LaMae UNDERWOOD (b.1997)
   5. Carol Ann UNDERWOOD (b.1959)
     sp: Russell Wayne TATMAN (b.1957;m.1981)
     6. Corey Thomas TATMAN (b.1988)
   5. Michael Wayne UNDERWOOD (b.1960)
     sp: Clela Doreen STOUT (b.1960;m.1979)
     6. Julie Catherine UNDERWOOD (b.1979)
     6. James Earnest UNDERWOOD (b.1980)
4. Ted Autry KEYES (b.1938;d.1998)
   sp: Doris Marie SUBLETT (b.1939)
   5. Randall Ted KEYES (b.1966)
     sp: Twanta Marguette CONLEY (m.1984)
     6. Jordan Lee KEYES (b.1991)
     6. Nathan Randall KEYES (b.1998)
   5. Jeffrey Todd KEYES (b.1971;d.1996)
     sp: Tammy Annette GIBSON (m.1990)
     6. Katelynn Elizabeth KEYES (b.1992)
     6. Jeffery Todd KEYES (b.1994)
     6. Taylor Rose Marie KEYES (b.1996)
4. Ronald Lee KEYES (b.1940)
   sp: Anita Louise HUNDLEY
   5. Karen Elizabeth KEYES (b.1963;d.1963)
   5. Kevin Lee KEYES (b.1967)
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2. Ora Frances ARRINGTON (b.1887;d.1973)
sp: Kenton Rupert WHITTAKER (b.1883;d.1943)
3. William Rupert WHITTAKER (b.1906;d.1944)
sp: Mattie Mitchel DAVIS
4. J anet Fay WHITTAKER
4. Richard Adair WHITTAKER
4. William Rupert WHITTAKER, Jr
4. Frances Ora WHITTAKER
3. Calvin Lee WHITTAKER (b.1907;d.2000)
sp: Edna Fay WILLIAMS (b.1910;m.1929)
4. Sandra Gail WHITTAKER (b.1941)
sp: Ronnie Wayne MARTIN (b.1938;m.1961)
5. Ronnie Wayne MARTIN II (b.1960)
5. Rebecca Leigh MARTIN (b.1971)
4. Charles William WHITTAKER (b.1948)
sp: Sharon Lynn WHITE (b.1955;m.1975)
5. Charles Lee WHITTAKER (b.1983)
4. Calvin Lee WHITTAKER, Jr (b.1934)
sp: Julia Robson GRAINGER (b.1941;m.1960)
5. David Lawrence WHITTAKER (b.1962)
5. Linda Dianne WHITTAKER (b.1964)
sp: Kenneth Wayne BRYAN (m.1988)
3. Mamie Ora WHITTAKER (b.1909;d.1980)
sp: Oakely Homar DAVIDSON
4. Edith Fay DAVIDSON
sp: Charles BRANSCOME
4. Edna May DAVIDSON
sp: Charles NEAL
sp: Randolph HODGE
4. Edgar Homer DAVIDSON (d.1960)
4. Ella Marie DAVIDSON
sp: Danny HALL
sp: Felix LUSK
4. Garland Lee LUSK
sp: Leola LYNCH
5. Brian LUSK
sp: Susan ???
6. Chri sterfer LUSK
6. Morgan LUSK
5. Tammy LUSK Dr
sp: Richard LEONARD
6. William Garland LEONARD
4. Frances Louise LUSK
sp: George KODIS
4. Shirley Ann LUSK
sp: Randy LACORE
4. Carl Felix LUSK
sp: Ann ???
3. Charlie Addair WHITTAKER (b.1911;d.1930)
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3. Nellie Virginia WHITTAKER (b.1914)
   sp: James Mathew JESSUP (b.1916;m.1937)
   4. James Marion JESSUP (b.1939)
      sp: Julieann THOMPSON (m.1962)
         5. Mary Kathleen JESSUP (b.1965)
         5. Jennifer Ann JESSUP (b.1969)
         5. James Michael JESSUP (b.1971)
         5. Andrew Allen JESSUP (b.1973)
         5. Amy Susann JESSUP (b.1975)
   4. John Lee JESSUP (b.1942)
      sp: Sally Ann TRANQUILL (m.1963)
         5. John Hampton JESSUP
            sp: MARTHA (m.1989)
               6. Ashley Marie JESSUP (b.1990)
   4. Janie Marie JESSUP (b.1945)
      sp: Terry Ray SHORT (m.1963)
         5. Deana Marie SHORT (b.1969)
         5. Terry Ray SHORT, Jr (b.1973)

3. Margaret Cecile WHITTAKER (b.1917)
   sp: Frank CONLEE
   4. Dorothy Viola CONLEE (b.1941)
      sp: Bobby Joe HALL (b.1940;m.1960;d.2003)
      5. Vickie Lynn HALL (b.1964)
         sp: Naathan L. MORRIS (b.1960;m.1981)
            6. Brandon Nathan MORRIS (b.1984)
            6. Brittany Nicole MORRIS (b.1987)
      5. Pamela Sue HALL (b.1967)
         sp: Scott BROWNING (b.1959;m.1986)
            6. Erwin Chase BROWNING (b.1991)
            6. Heath Parker BROWNING (b.1993)
            6. Whitney Alexis BROWNING (b.1995)
   4. Roger Lee CONLEE (b.1945;d.1980)
      sp: Frances Anne SISK
      5. Michael Lee CONLEE (b.1967)
         sp: ???
            6. Kara Ann CONLEE
            6. Samantha CONLEE
      5. Deidra Renee CONLEE (b.1971)

3. Ralph E. WHITTAKER (b.1919;d.1999)
   sp: Lilian Irene BIRD (m.1939)
   4. Donald Ralph WHITTAKER
   4. Randall Ray WHITTAKER
      sp: Wanda MILLER
   4. Kenton Rubert WHITTAKER
   4. Rodney Allen WHITTAKER
   4. Tammy Lynn WHITTAKER
      sp: Larry O’DONNELL

3. J ohn Hampton WHITTAKER (b.1921;d.1944)
3. Walter Crockett WHITTAKER (b.1923;d.1982)
   sp: Bessie Ellen MULLINS
   4. Wayne WHITTAKER (b.1944)
      sp: Dolly WEBB
         5. Melissa WHITTAKER (b.1969)
            sp: UNKNOWN
               6. Joshie WHITTAKER (b.1996)
   3. Clarence Earl WHITTAKER (b.1927)
      sp: Shelby J ONES
         4. Paul David WHITTAKER
         4. Dinah Sue WHITTAKER
         4. Steven Earl WHITTAKER
            sp: Betty Jean BARLOW
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2. Flora Victoria ARRINGTON (b.1889;d.1984)
   sp: George Franklin BALL (b.1874;m.1908;d.1949)
   3. Ethel Virginia BALL (b.1909;d.1963)
      sp: Earl COX (b.1905;m.1930)
      sp: John ANDERSON (b.1913;m.1940;d.1993)
      4. Tommy ANDERSON (b.1932;d.1994)
         sp: Sue ???
   3. George Elbert BALL (b.1910;d.1985)
      sp: Ollie RASNIC (m.1935)
   3. Floyd Franklin BALL (b.1912;d.1994)
      sp: Arvetta Maude DOUGLAS (b.1915;m.1935;d.1982)
      4. Floyd Franklin BALL, Jr (b.1936)
         sp: Charlotte PETERS (b.1940;m.1958)
         5. Peter Franklin BALL (b.1959)
         5. Vickie BALL (b.1961)
            sp: Richard A. SEITER (b.1957;m.1980)
            6. Kati Noel SEITER (b.1982)
            5. James BALL (b.1963)
      4. Walter Therion BALL (b.1938)
         sp: Eva PETERS (b.1940;m.1960)
         5. Patricia BALL (b.1961)
         5. Steffnie BALL (b.1963)
            sp: ??? SHELTON (b.1960;m.1985)
            sp: Susan WALTERS (b.1940;m.1975)
      4. Orville Cecil BALL (b.1941)
         sp: Zula Shirley RICHARDSON (b.1945;m.1964)
         5. Richard Cecil BALL (b.1965)
            sp: Sheila HARLESS (b.1964;m.1988)
            6. Tyler BALL (b.1990)
            6. Faith BALL (b.1992)
         5. Rebecca Sue BALL (b.1967)
            sp: Raymon L. TAYLOR (b.1965;m.1987)
            5. Ronald GODSEY (b.1959;m.1994)
            6. Ashley GODSEY (b.1984)
            6. Kala GODSEY (b.1986)
            6. Conor GODSEY (b.1994)
         5. Roger Glen BALL (b.1969)
            sp: Sheila ALLEN (b.1969;m.1990)
            6. Emily BALL (b.1992)
            6. Abagle BALL (b.1995)
      4. Phyllis M BALL (b.1944;d.1946)
   3. Lilly Viola BALL (b.1915;d.2000)
      sp: Guy Earnest WHITAKER (b.1915;m.1936;d.2000)
      4. Mary Alice WHITAKER (b.1937;d.2001)
         sp: Claude GREER (b.1935;m.1956;d.1992)
         5. James Curtis GREER (b.1958)
            sp: Shirlie Jo RAINBOLT (b.1956;m.1979)
            6. Christopher Gorden GREER (b.1980)
            6. Laura Beth GREER (b.1981)
               sp: Jason EVANS (b.1978;m.1997)
         5. Patricia Ann GREER (b.1957)
            sp: Phillip SPENCER (b.1953)
         5. Wilma Joyce GREER (b.1959)
            sp: Roy GREGG (b.1955;m.1980)
            6. Misty Dawn GREGG (b.1982)
               sp: Kenny STUMP (b.1980;m.1998)
               7. Destiny Fay STUMP (b.1997)
               sp: Jerry Timothy HAYES (b.1957;m.1992)
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3. Henry Roscoe BALL (b.1917;d.1980)
   sp: Georgia Louise LAMB (b.1927;m.1943)

4. Jewell Faye BALL (b.1945)
   sp: Quenton Browlow LAMB (b.1940;m.1961)
      5. Randall Browlow LAMB (b.1962)
         sp: Linda Sue LETTERMAN (b.1961;m.1985)
         6. Ethan Christopher Browlow LAMB (b.1989)

5. Lesa Darlene LAMB (b.1963)
   sp: Kenneth Ray KILDAY (b.1959;m.1985)
      6. Tiffany Faye KILDAY (b.1995)

6. Michael Henry LAMB (b.1964)
   sp: Michelle Yvette WEDDING (b.1967;m.1990)
      6. Micheala Andrea LAMB (b.1997)

sp: Ronald Dennis LAMB (b.1943;m.1969)

5. Ronda Denise LAMB (b.1971)
   sp: Kenneth Dale SHELTON (b.1969;m.1994)

4. Roy Franklin WHITAKER (b.1941)
   sp: Margie GRAY (b.1947;m.1966)
      5. Kevin Lee WHITAKER (b.1968)
         sp: Mary Frances CARTER (b.1970;m.1993)

5. Karen Dianne WHITAKER (b.1969)
   sp: John RUTHERFORD (b.1967;m.1992)
      6. Tyler Shawn RUTHERFORD (b.1993)
      6. Hunter RUTHERFORD (b.1997)
      6. Jacob RUTHERFORD (b.2000)

5. Scott David WHITAKER (b.1974)
   sp: Emily Elizabeth MASKER (b.1977;m.1997)

5. Kristie Dawn WHITAKER (b.1976)
   sp: Timothy OSTERBERG (b.1975;m.2001)

4. George Edward WHITAKER (b.1944)
   sp: Judy Ann ROWE (b.1947;m.1963)
      5. Connie Lynn WHITAKER (b.1964)
         sp: Tony FIELDS (b.1961;m.1984)
         6. Brad FIELDS (b.1985)
            sp: Clayton LONG (b.1954;m.1990)
            6. Whitney LONG (b.1991)

5. Sherry Dawn WHITAKER (b.1967)
   sp: Burl SMITH (b.1957;m.1986)
      6. Dustin SMITH (b.1989)
      6. Heath SMITH (b.1993)

5. Jeffrey Edward WHITAKER (b.1969)
   sp: Julie COOMER (b.1969;m.1990)
      6. Brittany WHITAKER (b.1990)
      6. Amanda WHITAKER (b.1995)

4. Helen Flora WHITAKER (b.1939)
   sp: Denver Roy JOHNSON (b.1931;m.1956)
      5. Tony Lynn JOHNSON (b.1957)
         sp: Debbie Ann ADAMS (b.1960;m.1986)
         6. Lyndsey Michelle JOHNSON (b.1991)
      5. Scott Timothy JOHNSON (b.1963)
         sp: Michele Darlene SMITH (b.1964;m.1995)
         6. Candace Nicole JOHNSON (b.1985)

5. Gregory Allen JOHNSON (b.1959;d.1985)
   sp: Peggy FOX (b.1951;m.1983)
      6. Sean Patrick JOHNSON (b.1984)

4. Jessica Nicole HAYES (b.1993)

5. Tony Lynn JOHNSON (b.1957)
   sp: Debbie Ann ADAMS (b.1960;m.1986)
       6. Lyndsey Michelle JOHNSON (b.1991)

5. Scott Timothy JOHNSON (b.1963)
   sp: Michele Darlene SMITH (b.1964;m.1995)
       6. Candace Nicole JOHNSON (b.1985)

5. Tony Lynn JOHNSON (b.1957)
   sp: Debbie Ann ADAMS (b.1960;m.1986)
       6. Lyndsey Michelle JOHNSON (b.1991)

5. Tony Lynn JOHNSON (b.1957)
   sp: Debbie Ann ADAMS (b.1960;m.1986)
       6. Lyndsey Michelle JOHNSON (b.1991)

5. Tony Lynn JOHNSON (b.1957)
   sp: Debbie Ann ADAMS (b.1960;m.1986)
       6. Lyndsey Michelle JOHNSON (b.1991)
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5. Ronald Albert LAMB (b.1976)
   sp: Sherry Michelle RINES (b.1975)
   6. Gavin LAMB (b.2000)

4. Janice Marie BALL (b.1946;d.2000)
   sp: Jackie Fitzgerald WEEMS (b.1942;m.1964)
   5. Melissa Gaye WEEMS (b.1969)
      sp: Patrick Lee LOYD (b.1966;m.1993)
         6. J. ackilyn Darian LOYD (b.1995)
   5. Joye Kevin WEEMS (b.1970)
      sp: Carla Jean LOYD (b.1971;m.1995)
         6. Kara WEEMS (b.2001)

3. Robert Chester BALL (b.1920;d.1963)
   sp: Beulah Edna LEWIS (b.1921;m.1938;d.1950)

4. Willa Dean BALL (b.1939)
   sp: James Louis HALLER (b.1939;m.1958)
   5. Robin Virginia HALLER (b.1959)
      sp: Mark Alan WALTERS (b.1957;m.1977)
         6. Michael Alan WALTERS (b.1985)
      sp: Daniel Edward EVANS (b.1965;m.1986)
         5. James Louis HALLER (b.1962)
      sp: Patricia Lynn HART (b.1961;m.1981)
         6. Tiffany Lynn HALLER (b.1984)
         6. Andrea Michelle HALLER (b.1986)
         6. John Andrew HALLER (b.1991)

4. Flora Marlene BALL (b.1941)
   sp: Robert Harry VAN NESTE (b.1938;m.1959)
   5. Robert Dwayne VAN NESTE (b.1960)
      sp: Traci Lyn HILLER (b.1963;m.1987)

5. Joyle Kevin WEEMS (b.1970)
   sp: Carla Jean LOYD (b.1971;m.1995)
   6. Kara WEEMS (b.2001)

4. Karen Aline BALL (b.1951)
   sp: William DOBSON (b.1950;m.1968)
   5. Tracy Lynn DOBSON (b.1969)
      sp: ?? TARLTON
      sp: James Todd LITTLETON (b.1967;m.1991)
         6. James Nathanial Todd LITTLETON (b.1990)
   5. William Mark DOBSON (b.1971)
   5. Jessica Ray DOBSON (b.1993)
   sp: Joe LITTLETON (b.1961;m.1993)
   5. Jessica Ray LITTLETON (b.1993)

4. Patsy Louise BALL (b.1948)
   sp: James Earl SHELTON (b.1948;m.1968)
   5. Tina Michelle SHELTON (b.1968;d.1970)
   5. Tabatha Dawn SHELTON (b.1971)
      sp: Benjamin ESKOLA (b.1974)
         6. Alexandria Paige ESKOLA (b.1994)
      sp: ???
         6. Alexandria Paige SHELTON (b.1994)
   5. James David SHELTON (b.1976)
   sp: James Ross G'FELLERS (b.1948;m.1996)

4. Janice Marie BALL (b.1946;d.2000)
   sp: Jackie Fitzgerald WEEMS (b.1942;m.1964)
   5. Melissa Gaye WEEMS (b.1969)
      sp: Patrick Lee LOYD (b.1966;m.1993)
         6. J. ackilyn Darian LOYD (b.1995)
   5. Joye Kevin WEEMS (b.1970)
      sp: Carla Jean LOYD (b.1971;m.1995)
         6. Kara WEEMS (b.2001)

3. Robert Chester BALL (b.1920;d.1963)
   sp: Beulah Edna LEWIS (b.1921;m.1938;d.1950)

4. Willa Dean BALL (b.1939)
   sp: James Louis HALLER (b.1939;m.1958)
   5. Robin Virginia HALLER (b.1959)
      sp: Mark Alan WALTERS (b.1957;m.1977)
         6. Michael Alan WALTERS (b.1985)
      sp: Daniel Edward EVANS (b.1965;m.1986)
         5. James Louis HALLER (b.1962)
      sp: Patricia Lynn HART (b.1961;m.1981)
         6. Tiffany Lynn HALLER (b.1984)
         6. Andrea Michelle HALLER (b.1986)
         6. John Andrew HALLER (b.1991)
Descendants of Henry Wise ARRINGTON

2. John Albert ARRINGTON (b.1894; d.1968)
   sp: Endia ROBINSON (b.1896; m.1913; d.1976)
   3. Norman L. ARRINGTON (b.1915; d.1973)
      sp: Ruby Jane JEWELL
         4. Norma Jane ARRINGTON
         4. Durham ARRINGTON
         4. John R. ARRINGTON
   3. James Willard ARRINGTON (b.1916; d.1973)
      sp: Edith Alton PRICE (b.1919; m.1937; d.1947)
         4. James Price ARRINGTON (b.1938)
            sp: Patricia Anne MAUCH
               5. James Price ARRINGTON, Jr
               5. Amanda Kaye ARRINGTON
         4. Jeanette Carle ARRINGTON (b.1940)
            sp: Henry McCoy BULASKI, Jr (m. 1957)
               5. Laura Jean BULASKI (b.1958)
               5. Karen Marie BULASKI
                  sp: Darrell Albert LEWIS (m. 1992)
                     6. Christian Alton LEWIS (b. 1993)
            sp: Bobby Don HARTLESS (m. 1995; d. 2002)
   4. Thomas Willard ARRINGTON (b. 1943)
      sp: Sue OSBORNE
         5. Emily Elizabeth ARRINGTON
   4. Rebecca Ann ARRINGTON (b. 1946)
      sp: Elbert Vadis HEDRICK (m. 1965)
         5. Todd Christopher HEDRICK (b. 1970)
         5. Kristen Leigh HEDRICK (b. 1975)
            sp: Rachel Graham NUNNERY (m. 1951)
   3. John Vernon ARRINGTON (b. 1920; d. 1987)
      sp: Dorthy WHITE (b. 1928; m. 1947)
         4. Mary Jane ARRINGTON (b. 1949)
            sp: Wetzel WILEY (b. 1948; m. 1970)
               5. Denis Wayne WILEY (b. 1972)
               4. Madge M. ARRINGTON (b. 1948)
               4. Michael Eugene ARRINGTON (b. 1953)
   3. Harold E. ARRINGTON (b. 1922)

3. Clara Edith ARRINGTON (b. 1918)
   sp: Jim HALL
      4. Earnest HALL
         sp: Unknown
   5. Anita Kay HALL

3. Luther Harold ARRINGTON (b. 1921)
   sp: Ellene Gray CROTTY
      4. Sandra Kay ARRINGTON (b. 1944)
         sp: James Ronald WHEELER
            5. Stephanie Cheree WHEELER (b. 1969)
               sp: Jeffrey Daniel PITTS
               5. Shane Alan WHEELER (b. 1975)
                  sp: Tammy Faye BRONSON
               4. Kenneth Wayne ARRINGTON (b. 1950)
                  sp: Gladys Faye WHITT

3. Thomas Crockett ARRINGTON (b. 1923)
   sp: Dorothy TAYLOR
      4. Juanita Curn ARRINGTON

3. Betty Louise ARRINGTON (b. 1925; d. 1978)
   sp: Hubert T. LEE

2. John Albert ARRINGTON (b. 1894; d. 1968)
   sp: Endia ROBINSON (b. 1896; m. 1913; d. 1976)
   3. Norman L. ARRINGTON (b. 1915; d. 1973)
      sp: Ruby Jane JEWELL
         4. Norma Jane ARRINGTON
         4. Durham ARRINGTON
         4. John R. ARRINGTON
   3. James Willard ARRINGTON (b. 1916; d. 1973)
      sp: Edith Alton PRICE (b. 1919; m. 1937; d. 1947)
         4. James Price ARRINGTON (b. 1938)
            sp: Patricia Anne MAUCH
               5. James Price ARRINGTON, Jr
               5. Amanda Kaye ARRINGTON
         4. Jeanette Carle ARRINGTON (b. 1940)
            sp: Henry McCoy BULASKI, Jr (m. 1957)
               5. Laura Jean BULASKI (b. 1958)
               5. Karen Marie BULASKI
                  sp: Darrell Albert LEWIS (m. 1992)
                     6. Christian Alton LEWIS (b. 1993)
            sp: Bobby Don HARTLESS (m. 1995; d. 2002)
   4. Thomas Willard ARRINGTON (b. 1943)
      sp: Sue OSBORNE
         5. Emily Elizabeth ARRINGTON
   4. Rebecca Ann ARRINGTON (b. 1946)
      sp: Elbert Vadis HEDRICK (m. 1965)
         5. Todd Christopher HEDRICK (b. 1970)
         5. Kristen Leigh HEDRICK (b. 1975)
            sp: Rachel Graham NUNNERY (m. 1951)
   3. John Vernon ARRINGTON (b. 1920; d. 1987)
      sp: Dorthy WHITE (b. 1928; m. 1947)
         4. Mary Jane ARRINGTON (b. 1949)
            sp: Wetzel WILEY (b. 1948; m. 1970)
               5. Denis Wayne WILEY (b. 1972)
               4. Madge M. ARRINGTON (b. 1948)
               4. Michael Eugene ARRINGTON (b. 1953)
   3. Harold E. ARRINGTON (b. 1922)
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sp: Helena RING
   4. Debra ARRINGTON
   4. Larry ARRINGTON

2. Robert Lee ARRINGTON (b.1896;d.1968)
   sp: Minnie L. DUNCAN (b.1904;m.1920;d.1969)
   3. Helen Margaret ARRINGTON (b.1921)
   3. Paul Arnold ARRINGTON (b.1922;d.1922)
   sp: Alva May THOMAS (b.1881;m.1900;d.1969)

2. Susan Arizona ARRINGTON (b.1900;d.1902)
2. Lizzie May ARRINGTON (b.1903;d.1999)
   sp: Henry RICHMOND (b.1901;d.1952)
   sp: Everett H. TANKERSLEY (b.1897;m.1923;d.1957)
   3. Lillard E. TANKERSLEY (b.1924;d.1999)
   sp: Pansy N. NESTER (b.1928)
   4. Mark TANKERSLEY
   4. Kevin TANKERSLEY

3. Lillard E. TANKERSLEY
   sp: Alva May THOMAS (b.1881;m.1900;d.1969)
   3. Helen Margaret ARRINGTON (b.1921)
   3. Paul Arnold ARRINGTON (b.1922;d.1922)
   sp: Alva May THOMAS (b.1881;m.1900;d.1969)

2. Susan Arizona ARRINGTON (b.1900;d.1902)
   2. Lizzie May ARRINGTON (b.1903;d.1999)
      sp: Henry RICHMOND (b.1901;d.1952)
      sp: Everett H. TANKERSLEY (b.1897;m.1923;d.1957)
      3. Lillard E. TANKERSLEY (b.1924;d.1999)
      sp: Pansy N. NESTER (b.1928)
      4. Mark TANKERSLEY
      4. Kevin TANKERSLEY

2. Robert Lee ARRINGTON (b.1896;d.1968)
   3. Helen Margaret ARRINGTON (b.1921)
   3. Paul Arnold ARRINGTON (b.1922;d.1922)
   sp: Alva May THOMAS (b.1881;m.1900;d.1969)

3. Helen Margaret ARRINGTON (b.1921)
   3. Paul Arnold ARRINGTON (b.1922;d.1922)
   sp: Alva May THOMAS (b.1881;m.1900;d.1969)

sp: Alva May THOMAS (b.1881;m.1900;d.1969)
Descendants of Henry Wise ARRINGTON

2. Mary Bane ARRINGTON (b.1908;d.1980)
   sp: William Harvey HURST
   sp: Hector Bryan BAILEY (b.1897;m.1926;d.1958)
3. Leonard Vasti BAILEY (b.1927;d.1992)
   sp: Clara HOLLINS (b.1935;m.1953)
   4. Susan Bane BAILEY (b.1957)
   sp: Roger Kenneth THOMPSON (b.1954;m.1991)
   5. Jennifer Claire THOMPSON (b.1979)
4. David Bryan BAILEY (b.1960)
   sp: Julie LIGGETT (b.1965;m.1994)
   5. Jason Earl BAILEY (b.1977)
   5. Ryan Matthew BAILEY (b.1986)
   5. Aaron David BAILEY (b.1988)
4. Christopher BAILEY (b.1970)
   sp: Heather JACKSON (b.1971;m.1989)
   5. Stephanie Lynn BAILEY (b.1990)
   5. Kathryn Page BAILEY (b.1996)
3. Richard Eugene BAILEY (b.1929)
   sp: Donna Sue WILSON (b.1935;m.1954)
   4. Glenna Louise BAILEY (b.1955)
   sp: Joe ALTIZER (b.1958;m.1981)
4. Ann Marie BAILEY (b.1957)
4. Lynne Michelle BAILEY (b.1964)
   sp: Richard SMALL (b.1957;m.1986)
   4. John Kevin BAILEY (b.1966)
   sp: Marsha ENGLAND (b.1965;m.1987)
3. Betty June BAILEY (b.1930)
   sp: Angelo POMPIE (b.1927;m.1950;d.1995)
   4. Michael Angelo POMPIE (b.1951)
   sp: Orita MEADOWS
   5. Crystal Gail POMPIE (b.1972)
   sp: Regena WHITT (b.1968)
4. Albert Glen POMPIE (b.1955)
   sp: Diana Jean SMITH
   5. Albert Jason POMPIE (b.1980)
3. Virginia Lee BAILEY (b.1932)
   sp: Sam YOST
   4. Danny Edward YOST
   4. Randall Eugene YOST
3. Earl Preston BAILEY (b.1935)
   sp: Hanako NOGUCHI (b.1931)
   4. Emiyo BAILEY (b.1950)
   sp: UNKNOWN
   5. Robert Irwin BAILEY
   4. Earl Preston BAILEY, Jr. (b.1964)
   sp: LORI
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5. Alexa BAILEY (b.1990)
5. Trevor Preston BAILEY (b.1997)
4. Michael Eugene BAILEY (b.1966)
sp: CHARLOTTE
   5. Hanna Jane BAILEY (b.1996)
   5. Tori Elizabeth BAILEY (b.2000)

2. Joseph Jeffrey ARRINGTON (b.1911;d.1966)
sp: Edna Ernestine SHRADER (b.1919;m.1937;d.1997)
3. Wilma Jo ARRINGTON (b.1938)
sp: Delmar STEWART
   4. Regina Ellen Stewart PENNINGTON (b.1958)
   sp: Robert CRATER (b.1953)
   sp: Vernon BLEVINS
      5. Larry BLEVINS (b.1974)
      sp: UNKNOWN
         6. Kerri BLEVINS (b.1993)
   sp: Peanut FINLEY
      5. Joe FINLEY (b.1980)
   sp: William James PENNINGTON (b.1933)
   4. Barbara Leann PENNINGTON (b.1960)
   sp: Greg SUTPHIN (b.1953)
   sp: UNKNOWN
      5. Kris FOWLER (b.1979)
      sp: Jeff GREEN (b.1971)
         6. Taylor GREEN (b.1999)
      sp: Jack KENDTRY (b.1949)
3. Thomas Kent ARRINGTON (b.1940)
sp: Juanita BAILEY
   4. Tina ARRINGTON (b.1963)
      sp: Robert M. BAILEY (b.1958;m.2000)
         5. Heather LYONS (b.1981)
         5. Martin LYONS (b.1982)
         5. Amber LYONS (b.1989)
   4. Jalayna Mae ARRINGTON (b.1964)
      sp: UNKNOWN
         5. Steven Bennett REICH (b.1983)
         5. Thomas Edwards KLUTZ (b.1988)
         5. Alica Danielle KLUTZ (b.1990)
         5. J Johnny KEIRTY
   sp: Vivian PETERS
3. Wanda Lee ARRINGTON (b.1942)
sp: James Kenneth WATKINS (b.1935;d.1993)
   4. Alisa Jo WATKINS (b.1963)
      sp: James Franklin BLANKENSHP (b.1958;m.1983)
         5. Cailan James BLANKENSHP (b.1986)
         5. Tyler Brandon BLANKENSHP (b.1988)
   4. Jamie WATKINS (b.1968)
      sp: Clifford Wayne MITCHEM (b.1963)
         5. Justin Cory MITCHEM (b.1987)
         5. Nickolas Andrew MITCHEM (b.1993)
   4. Krista WATKINS (b.1972)
      sp: Stephen Robert SISK (b.1976;m.1998)
         5. Sarah Elizabeth WATKINS (b.1992)
         5. Kaitlyn Nicole SISK (b.2001)
      sp: Boyd BRADFORD (b.1936)
3. Leslie Keith ARRINGTON (b.1951)
sp: Pamela Sue RAGAN (b.1953;m.1972)
   4. Amanda Kathleen ARRINGTON (b.1977)
      sp: Daniel BESSPIATA (m.2001)
   4. Jessica Ann ARRINGTON (b.1980)
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2. Gracie Irene ARRINGTON (b.1914)
   sp: Connie MEADE (b.1913;d.1999)
   3. Wilburn MEADE (b.1956)
      sp: UNKNOWN
      4. William MEADE
      4. Mathew MEADE
   3. Connie Ray MEADE (b.1942)
      sp: UNKNOWN
      4. Shella MEADE
      4. Shelby MEADE
      sp: Robert CAMPBELL
      5. Chase CAMPBELL
      5. La Shawn CAMPBELL
   4. James MEADE

3. June MEADE (b.1936)
   sp: .. GARTEN
   4. Carl GARTEN (b.1956)
   4. Charlotte Ann GARTEN (b.1958)
   4. Richard GARTEN (b.1961)
   4. Frank E. GARTEN (b.1966;d.2001)

2. H W ARRINGTON , Jr. (b.1917;d.1990)
   sp: Daphna PIGG (b.1919;m.1937)
   3. Wayne Elvin ARRINGTON (b.1938)
      sp: Thelma Mae BARTON (b.1938;m.1956;d.2000)
      4. Beverly Ann ARRINGTON (b.1956)
      sp: Victor Lee ALLEN , J r. (b.1950)
      5. Victor Lee ALLEN , III (b.1978)
      5. Michael Wayne ALLEN (b.1982)
      sp: Warren Scott WALKER (b.1957;m.1988)
      4. Wayne Elvin ARRINGTON , J r. (b.1957)
      sp: Patricia Lynn [snap] BROOKMEN
      5. Jessica Ann ARRINGTON (b.1980)
      sp: Timmy KUPNER (b.1980;m.1999)
      6. Timmy Allen KUPNER , Jr (b.2000)
      6. Hailie Mae Cheyenn KUPNER (b.2002)
      sp: Georgette CRAWFORD
      5. Carolyn Ashley ARRINGTON (b.1978)
      sp: Jason Douglas LOWE (b.1975;m.1995)
      6. Ethan Arrington LOWE (b.2001)
      sp: Ella Jean LANGLEY (b.1962;m.1982)
      5. Jason Wayne ARRINGTON (b.1983)
      5. Megan Holly ARRINGTON (b.1985)
      4. Henry William ARRINGTON (b.1964)
      sp: Lisa Sue SMITH (b.1968;m.1993)
      5. Kaitlyn Marie ARRINGTON (b.1998)
      4. Lisa Kelly ARRINGTON (b.1968)
      sp: Robert Todd RICH (b.1970;m.1996)
      4. Joseph Barton ARRINGTON (b.1982)

2. Emily Ellen ARRINGTON (b.1919;d.1985)
   sp: Albert FARES (b.1916;m.1941;d.1953)
   3. Albert FARES , J r. (b.1942)
   sp: Betty Sharon WICKLINE (b.1944)
   4. Richard David FARES (b.1961)
   4. Sue Ellen FARES (b.1966)
   4. Patricia Erlene FARES (b.1968)
   4. Anthony Vince FARES (b.1976)
   3. Robert Vince FARES (b.1943)
   sp: Hiltrud Elisabeth WEYAND (b.1947)
      4. Robert Eugene FARES (b.1965)
Descendants of Henry Wise ARRINGTON

2. Frances Lilburn ARRINGTON (b.1923)
sp: Louie FUDA (b.1919;m.1940;d.1977)
  3. Larry Eldridge FUDA (b.1941)
    sp: R.Margaret BIGGS (m.1962)
      4. Michael Lane FUDA (b.1963)
        sp: Phyllis HODGES (m.1985)
          5. Zachary L. FUDA (b.1995)
          5. Leah Rachael FUDA (b.1997)
        4. Angela FUDA (b.1965)
          sp: Ronald J. DAVIS (m.1992)
            5. Kole Joseph DAVIS (b.1997)
            5. Tanner Blake DAVIS (b.2001)
    3. Annetta Elizabeth FUDA (b.1947)
      sp: Kip Lawrence MCPEAK (b.1945;m.1967)
        4. Beth Andrea MCPEAK (b.1970)
          sp: Richard Lee JONES (b.1969)
            5. Bryce Lawrence JONES (b.1994)
            5. Myka Andrea JONES (b.1997)
          4. Nikki Annetta MCPEAK (b.1977)
      3. Thomas Lynn FUDA (b.1953)
        sp: Annia Marie HARMICK
          4. Sean Michael FUDA
          4. Alexandra Maria FUDA
          4. Shannon Nichola FUDA
          4. Jason Lynn FUDA
    3. Virginia Sue FUDA (b.1956)
      sp: ??? FARMER
        4. Joshua David FARMER (b.1975)
          sp: Randy Scott HOUSEHOLDER (b.1964;m.1995)
            4. HOUSEHOLDER
        3. Richard Lane FUDA (b.1959)
          sp: Deborah BOWLING
            4. Christopher Justin FUDA

3. Susan Erlene FARES (b.1951)
sp: Michael Howard MILLS (b.1948)
  4. Laura MILLS (b.1970)
    4. Michael Howard MILLS II (b.1971)
      sp: Angelina Marie CLEMINS
        5. Jermey Scott Clemins MILLS (b.1995)
      5. Alyssa Lee Elizabeth FARES (b.1996)
        sp: Jenifer Lee DALY
  3. Susan Erlene FARES (b.1951)
    sp: Karen Bernice HEMSLEY (b.1967)
      4. Christopher Bryan FARES (b.1974)
        sp: UNKNOWN
          5. Nicholas Robert FARES (b.2000)
    5. Nicholas Robert FARES (b.2000)

2. Frances Lilburn ARRINGTON (b.1923)
sp: Louie FUDA (b.1919;m.1940;d.1977)
  3. Larry Eldridge FUDA (b.1941)
    sp: R.Margaret BIGGS (m.1962)
      4. Michael Lane FUDA (b.1963)
        sp: Phyllis HODGES (m.1985)
          5. Zachary L. FUDA (b.1995)
          5. Leah Rachael FUDA (b.1997)
        4. Angela FUDA (b.1965)
          sp: Ronald J. DAVIS (m.1992)
            5. Kole Joseph DAVIS (b.1997)
            5. Tanner Blake DAVIS (b.2001)
    3. Annetta Elizabeth FUDA (b.1947)
      sp: Kip Lawrence MCPEAK (b.1945;m.1967)
        4. Beth Andrea MCPEAK (b.1970)
          sp: Richard Lee JONES (b.1969)
            5. Bryce Lawrence JONES (b.1994)
            5. Myka Andrea JONES (b.1997)
          4. Nikki Annetta MCPEAK (b.1977)
    3. Virginia Sue FUDA (b.1956)
      sp: ??? FARMER
        4. Joshua David FARMER (b.1975)
          sp: Randy Scott HOUSEHOLDER (b.1964;m.1995)
            4. HOUSEHOLDER
        3. Richard Lane FUDA (b.1959)
          sp: Deborah BOWLING
            4. Christopher Justin FUDA